Yapton C. of E. Primary School
Home Learning Ideas – week beginning 06.07.20
Early Years and Key Stage 1

Theme of the week:

English
Remember to think carefully about
what you are going to write before
you start! Capital letters and full
stops ARE important. Try to use some
of the spellings and grammar rules
that you have learnt this year so far in your
writing.

Maths
Don’t forget to keep learning
and practising your times tables
on Times Tables Rock Stars.

Early Years
What characteristics make a good superhero? Make
a mind map of ideas with your grown up.
Can you write instructions for someone on ‘How to
be a superhero’ ?
Don’t forget to include a list of things you need and
numbers for each instruction.

Early Years

Years 1 and 2
What characteristics make a good superhero? Make
a mind map of ideas with your grown up.
Can you write instructions for someone on ‘How to
be a superhero’ ?
Don’t forget to include a title, list of things you
need, numbers/ bullet points and ‘bossy’ verbs!

Superhero shapes! How many of each shape can
you find in the superhero pictures? Can you create
your own shape superhero?
Years 1 and 2
Can you try this super maths challenge? Can you
create your own questions?

Science
There are four superhero
science experiments to try
this week!
Cola Super Fountain
Decorate a cola bottle with it’s own
superhero cape. We can make our bottle
super by adding a mentos mint! What
do you think will happen? Ask a grown
up to carry the bottle at least 3m away,
add the mentos mint and see what happens! Were
you right?
Floating Superheroes
You will need a small figurine superhero (or another
plastic object if you don’t have one!). Collect
different materials from around your house and
attach them to your superhero to try to make your
superhero float! Which
materials work well? Which
materials don’t work well?
Magnetic Superhero
Scene
Create a paper cut out superhero and a superhero
scene on paper. How can we make our superhero
fly? Attach a paperclip to the back of your
superhero. Place the superhero in front and a
magnet behind. Can your superhero fly? How does
the magnet make your hero fly?
Indoor Boomerangs
A boomerang is a tool that you can
throw and if it is made correctly, it
should come back to you!
Use strong paper or card to create
a boomerang that you can use
inside. Can you make your
boomerang come back to you?

Art and DT
Be creative by trying out these art challenges:

History

PSCHE
Who are our real-life superheroes?

Who are the unsung heroes of history?
•
•
•

Creative your own superheroes using
handprints and paint.
Create a superhero collage city using old
newspapers.
With a grown-up research the artist Roy
Lichtenstein. Can you create a piece of art in
the style of his work?

With a grown up watch this clip from the bbc:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clipsvideo/unsung-heroes/zmrvrj6

DT
Can you design and make your own superhero
vehicle? How can you make it so that it moves?

With a grown-up talk about who might be
considered a superhero in real life, or who is a hero
to you?
Can you:
•
Make a thank you card
•
Write a speech and give a presentation
(design a trophy)
•
Write questions for a Newsround style
report/interview

Share your work with your teachers
Don’t forget to share your learning with us by
getting your grown-ups to email your work to the
office. Your grown up could also tweet your work to
your class Twitter page. We can’t wait to see your
learning!

